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test driven development by example kent beck - test driven development by example kent beck on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers follows two tdd projects from start to finish illustrating techniques programmers can use to increase the quality of their work the examples are followed by references to the featured tdd patterns and refactoring this book emphasises on agile methods and fast development strategies, acceptance test driven development wikipedia - acceptance test driven development addt is a development methodology based on communication between the business customers the developers and the testers addt encompasses many of the same practices as specification by example sbe behavior driven development bdd example driven development addt and support driven development also called story test driven development addd, test driven development a practical guide a practical - test driven development a practical guide presents tdd from the perspective of the working programmer real projects real challenges real solutions real code dave astels explains tdd through a start to finish project written in java and using junit he introduces powerful tdd tools and techniques shows how to utilize refactoring mock objects and programming by intention even, acceptance test driven development addt an overview - begin with the end in mind stephen r covey acceptance test driven development addt is a practice in which the whole team collaboratively discusses acceptance criteria with examples and then distills them into a set of concrete acceptance tests before development begins, test driven development give me a break write more tests - you seem to live in a world of hacking together toy software one day when you become a software engineer who has to build complex long lived software as part of a team of people following modern engineering practices model driven development design by contract upon which people s well being depends you will change your tune i suspect, tddd tautological test driven development anti pattern - one of the advantages of being a consultant is getting to see different environments and being able to visualise and identify patterns and anti patterns, the book obey the testing goat - read the book the book is available both for free and for money it s all about tdd and web programming read it here, agile model driven development amdd the key to scaling - as the name implies amdd is the agile version of model driven development mdd mdd is an approach to software development where extensive models are created before source code is written a primary example of mdd is the object management group omg s model driven architecture mda standard